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Environmental stress is among themost important contributors to increased susceptibility to develop psychiatric
disorders. While it is well known that acute environmental stress alters gene expression, the molecular mecha-
nisms underlying these changes remain largely unknown. 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) is a novel environ-
mentally sensitive epigenetic modification that is highly enriched in neurons and is associated with active
neuronal transcription. Recently, we reported a genome-wide disruption of hippocampal 5hmC inmalemice fol-
lowing acute stress that was correlated to altered transcript levels of genes in known stress related pathways.
Since sex-specific endocrine mechanisms respond to environmental stimulus by altering the neuronal epige-
nome, we examined the genome-wide profile of hippocampal 5hmC in female mice following exposure to
acute stress and identified 363 differentially hydroxymethylated regions (DhMRs) linked to known (e.g., Nr3c1
and Ntrk2) and potentially novel genes associated with stress response and psychiatric disorders. Integration
of hippocampal expression data from the same femalemice found stress-related hydroxymethylation correlated
to altered transcript levels. Finally, characterization of stress-induced sex-specific 5hmCprofiles in thehippocam-
pus revealed 778 sex-specific acute stress-induced DhMRs some of which were correlated to altered transcript
levels that produce sex-specific isoforms in response to stress. Together, the alterations in 5hmC presented
here provide a possible molecular mechanism for the adaptive sex-specific response to stress that may augment
the design of novel therapeutic agents that will have optimal effectiveness in each sex.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is
the most common hallmark across all neuropsychiatric diseases (Bale,
2015; Martin et al., 2010). The HPA axis is a dynamic system that allows
an organism to respond to environmental stress in a sex-specific man-
ner by governing the activity of sex-specific endocrine mechanisms in-
cluding the neuronal epigenome, which can effect gene expression
(McCarthy et al., 2009; Meaney, 2001). Genomic analyses of human
brain tissue showed that ~2.5% of genes are differentially expressed be-
tweenmales and females (Trabzuni et al., 2013). Thus, fundamental sex
differences in the anatomy and the genetic regulatory network of the
healthy brain likely underlie pronounced sex differences in susceptibil-
ity, progression, symptom severity, and pathology of neurological disor-
ders (Cahill, 2006; Cosgrove et al., 2007; McCarthy et al., 2012).
Consistentwith this notion, females aremore likely thanmales to devel-
op depression, anxiety, and Alzheimer's disease, while males are more
likely to be diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, au-
tism, and Parkinson's disease (Balint et al., 2009; Gillberg et al., 2006;
Hebert et al., 2013; Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987; Weissman et al., 1996;
Wooten et al., 2004). The hippocampus is an important brain structure
to study the effects of glucocorticoids and stress on gene expression as
studies have shown that known stress-related genes undergo expres-
sion changes in the hippocampus following acute and chronic stress ex-
posure (Cirelli et al., 2006; Gray et al., 2014;McGowan et al., 2009; Roth
et al., 2009; Rubin et al., 2014). The negative feedback regulation of the
HPA axis produced upon binding of glucocorticoids to their receptors in
the hippocampus is critical for a healthy stress response. Understanding
the biological and molecular underpinnings of sex differences in re-
sponse to stress is likely to be a useful window into the mechanistic
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cause of mental illness in both men and women (Altemus et al., 2014;
Rutter et al., 2003).
Alterations in environmentally sensitive epigenetic modifications
are emerging as important factors in the long-term biological trajecto-
ries leading to stress-related psychiatric disorders (Hunter et al., 2009;
Maccari et al., 2016). DNA methylation (5-methylcytosine (5mC)) is
an epigenetic modification with important roles in chromatin
remolding, gene silencing, embryonic development, cellular differentia-
tion, and the maintenance of cellular identity (Chouliaras et al., 2013;
Mellen et al., 2012; Tollervey and Lunyak, 2012). Moreover, changes in
5mC have been linked to neurological disorders as well as psychiatric
disorders, including depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorders
(PTSD) and schizophrenia (Abdolmaleky et al., 2006; Collishaw et al.,
2007; Kuratomi et al., 2008; Pidsley et al., 2014; Poulter et al., 2008;
Robertson, 2005;Weaver et al., 2004). A recent study found differences
in 5mCbetweenmales and females across all autosomes, some ofwhich
were associated with altered gene expression (Singmann et al., 2015),
suggesting the potential for a sex-specific role for this DNAmethylation
modification. 5mC canbe oxidized to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC)
following exposure to environmental stimuli (e.g., oxidative stress).
5hmC is enriched in neuronal cells and is associated with the regulation
of neuronal activity (Szulwach et al., 2011; Yao and Jin, 2014). Related to
disease, 5hmC functions independently from 5mC in neurological disor-
ders (e.g., Rett syndrome and Autism) (Mellen et al., 2012; Papale et al.,
2015; Zhubi et al., 2014) and neurodegenerative diseases (e.g.,
Huntington's and Alzheimer's) (Chouliaras et al., 2013; Condliffe et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2013). We recently reported a genome-wide disrup-
tion of 5hmC in the hippocampus of male mice exposed to acute stress
followed by a one-hour recovery (Li et al., 2016). The differential 5hmC
pattern significantly resided in known stress-related genes, which
serves to validate a role for 5hmC in response to stress and also reveals
potentially novel stress-related genes. These findings prompted us to
examine the genome-wide profile of hippocampal 5hmC in females fol-
lowing exposure to acute restraint stress to determine themolecular or-
igins of sex-specific vulnerability to stress-related psychiatric disorders.
Together, these studies provide new insight into sex-specific functional
epigenetic contributions to a stress response and they are intended to
serve as a conceptual basis that will facilitate the future study of cellular
and brain regional dynamics of 5hmC, especially as it relates to stress
and stress recovery. These results demonstrate the power of coupling
methylome and transcriptome data to determine the molecular origins
of stress-related psychiatric disorders, such as PTSD and anxiety disor-
ders. Herewe provide thefirst genome-widemap of 5hmC in the female
mouse hippocampus following an acute stress, which reveals known
and potentially novel genes contributing to the stress response in fe-
males. These findings establish a sex-specific role for 5hmC in acute
stress and provide insights into the immediate genome-wide
neuromolecular response to traumatic events.
2. Methods
2.1. Stress paradigm, tissue acquisition, and DNA/RNA extraction
Mice were purchased from the Jackson laboratories (Bar Harbor,
ME) and maintained for several generations on C57BL/6J background
prior to experimentation. All mice were housed under uniform condi-
tions in a pathogen-free mouse facility with a 12-hour light/dark cycle
with food and water available ad libitum. All experiments were ap-
proved by the University of Wisconsin – Madison Institutional Animal
Care andUseCommittee (M02529). Tominimize for the stress of animal
handling, all of the followingwere conducted by a single researcher: an-
imal colony maintenance; administration of the stress paradigm; and
behavioral tests.
Notably, all experimental and control (male and female) mice were
left undisturbed until weaning day and group housedwith same sex lit-
termates. The stress paradigm was administered on both sexes on the
same day to ensure that identical procedures were conducted on both
sexes. A description of the male mice was described previously (Li et
al., 2016). For the female mice, on the day of the experiment seven-
week old naïve virgin female C57BL/6 mice were randomly divided
into experimental or control (naïve) groups (N=5 and 3 per group, re-
spectively). Following a published acute stress paradigm that resulted in
alterations in epigenetic modifications (including 5hmC in males) and
gene expression (Gray et al., 2014; Hunter et al., 2009; Li et al., 2016),
the female experimental mice were restrained for 30 min (2 h after
lights-on) head first into a 50ml conical vial that has an 8millimeter di-
ameter hole at the tip to allow sufficient oxygen flow. Post restraint an-
imals were individually housed in a clean cage for 1 h. After this
recovery period, animals were briefly anesthetized (isoflurane) to min-
imize the stress of handling and sacrificed. At the same time that the ex-
perimentalmicewere taken from the cage to begin the stress paradigm,
the naïve/control mice also were taken from the cage, briefly anesthe-
tized (isoflurane) prior to sacrifice and tissue dissection. Finally, tomin-
imize the effect of parent-to-offspring interaction per litter, a maximum
of 2 pups/litter/sex were randomly selected for molecular analysis.
Whole brains were extracted and immediately flash frozen in 2-
methylbutane and dry ice. Whole hippocampal tissue was excised by
micropunch (−0.95 to−3.79 mm posterior to bregma) and approxi-
mately 30 mg of tissue was homogenized with glass beads (Sigma)
and DNA and RNA were extracted using AllPrep DNA/RNA mini kit
(Qiagen).
2.2. 5hmC enrichment of genomic DNA
Chemical labeling-based 5hmC enrichment was described previous-
ly (Li et al., 2016; Song et al., 2011). Briefly, a total of 10 μg of hippocam-
pal was sonicated to 300 bp fragments and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C in
the following labeling reaction: 1.5 μl of N3-UDPG (2 mM); 1.5 μl β-GT
(60uM); and 3 μl of 10× β-GT buffer, in a total of 30 μl. Biotin was
added and the reaction was incubated at 37 °C for 2 h prior to capture
on streptavidin-coupled dynabeads (Invitrogen, 65001). Enriched DNA
was released from the beads during a 2-hour incubation at room tem-
perature with 100 mM DTT (Invitrogen, 15508013), which was re-
moved using a Bio-Rad column (Bio-Rad, 732–6227). Capture
efficiency was approximately 5–7% for each sample.
2.3. Library preparation and high-throughput sequencing of genomic DNA
5hmC-enriched libraries were generated for all male and female
enriched hippocampal DNA together using the NEBNext ChIP-Seq Li-
brary Prep Reagent Set for Illumina sequencing, according to the
manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, 5hmC-enriched DNA fragments were
purified after the adapter ligation step using AMPure XP beads
(Agencourt A63880). An Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer was used to quantify
the amplified library DNA and 20-pM of diluted libraries (N= 6) were
used in each lane for sequencing, which yielded approximately 25 to 35
million uniquelymapped 50 bp reads from each library. 50-cycle single-
end sequencing was performed by Beckman Coulter Genomics. Image
processing and sequence extraction were done using the standard
Illumina Pipeline.
2.4. Analysis of female 5hmC data: sequence alignment and peak
identification
Alignment of sequence data was described previously (Li et al.,
2016; Szulwach et al., 2011). Briefly, FastQ files from each sequenced li-
brary were separately aligned to mouse NCBI37v1/mm9 references
using Bowtie 0.12.9. Each uniquely mapped read (.bed files), with no
more than two mismatches in the first 25 bp, was concatenated to sep-
arately achieve experimental and control 5hmC peaks of sequence
reads. The MACS software was used to identify peaks of 5hmC content
using the default parameters, except for the following: effective genome
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size = 2.7 × 109; tag size = 85; band width = 300; P-value cutoff =
1e−5.
2.5. Identification and annotation of stress-induced female and sex-specific
DhMRs
Identification of stress-induced female and sex-specific differentially
hydroxymethylated regions (DhMRs) was conducted in R using
Bioconductor packages GenomicRanges and DESeq2 (Lawrence et al.,
2013; Love et al., 2014). Mapped read data from each female mouse
was converted to Granges objects and extended to 275 bp, roughly
the average fragment length. The peaks of these read data were defined
as merged regions that overlap from at least two biological replicates
originating from the same condition (e.g., female stress or female con-
trol). The peaks from the male read data were previously generated
(Li et al., 2016) using the same procedure that was used here to gener-
ate the female peak data. Candidate regions for DhMRs were identified
by pooling and merging the total peaks from all conditions (i.e., female
stress, female control, male stress, and male control). DESeq2 was uti-
lized to perform differential enrichment analysis by implementing a
two variable design where sex and treatment (e.g., control or stress)
were used as the two factors and sex-specific stress response was
used as the interaction term. Each of the following unique contrasting
comparisons were performed in DESeq2: female-stress vs female-con-
trol, male-stress vs male-control, female-control vs male-control, fe-
male-stress vsmale-stress, sex-specific stress-response. An alpha level
of 0.2 was usedwhen contrastingmodels in DESeq2. DhMRswere iden-
tified by a P-value b 0.05. Annotation of DhMRs to genes (within 10 kb)
and genomic features was performed using Nebula.curie.fr. A modified
function of R package qqman was used to generate a Manhattan plot.
DhMRs were termed hyper if stressed animals showed an over-abun-
dance of 5hmC as compared to control animals as determined by the
log2 fold change computed byDESeq2. Conversely, DhMRswere termed
hypo if stressed animals showed an under-abundance of 5hmC as com-
pared to control animals. When comparing males and females, DhMRs
were termed female-specific if female animals showed an over-abun-
dance of 5hmC as compared to male animals. On the other hand,
DhMRs were termed male-specific if male animals showed an over-
abundance of 5hmC as compared to female animals.
2.6. Gene ontology analysis
Gene symbols of DhMR-associated genes and genes found to be
differentially expressed were separately gathered and converted to
their Entrez-IDs using R package clusterProfiler (Yu et al., 2012).
clusterProfiler was used to perform enrichment analysis of gene ontol-
ogies (GO) of biological processes using a P-value cutoff of 0.05. The
gene universe for DhMR (GO) analysis consisted of all genes associated
with 5hmC peaks from all samples (N=11,621). The gene universe for
differential expression GO analysis consisted of all uniquely tested
genes analyzed by the RSEM/Bowtie pipeline (N= 21,992).
2.7. RNA sequencing
Approximately 100 ng of total RNA was used for sequence library
construction and all male and female RNA libraries were prepped to-
gether following instructions of NuGen mRNA sample prep kit (cat#
0348). In brief, total RNA was copied into first strand cDNA using re-
verse transcriptase and random primers. This was followed by second
strand cDNA synthesis using DNA Polymerase I and RNaseH. These
cDNA fragments went through an end repair process, the addition of a
single ‘A’ base, and then ligation of the adapters. These products were
gel purified and enriched with PCR to create the final cDNA libraries.
The library constructs were run on the bioanalyzer to verify the size
and concentration before sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq2500 ma-
chine where 100-cycle paired-end sequencing was performed by the
University of Wisconsin Biotechnology Center. In total, three libraries
(N = 2 genomes/library, except N = 1 for one library; the same mice
and combinations that were used to generate the 5hmC data) were se-
quenced for each experimental condition.
2.8. DESeq2 analysis of RNA-seq data
Reads were aligned to NCBI37/mm9 genome. RSEM v1.2.25 which
utilized Bowtie v1.1.2 was used to calculate expression of each sample
using default parameters with the exception of the addition of the
Gencode M1 Release reference genome annotation (http://www.
gencodegenes.org/mouse_releases/1.html). Read counts for each sam-
ple were concatenated to create a read count matrix using RSEM. As
RSEM outputs read counts that may not be whole integers, read counts
were rounded to the nearest whole number. In addition, genes originat-
ing from sex chromosomes were discarded from further analysis to
avoid the calling of DhMRs on chromosome X and Y that are due to kar-
yotype differences rather than stress or sex. Read count matrices were
separately generated for the whole-gene and isoform level expression
data using RSEM and each matrix was used separately in downstream
analyses. Using these generated matrices, R package DESeq2 was uti-
lized to perform differential enrichment analysis (Love et al., 2014)
using a two variable design where sex and treatment (i.e., control or
stress) were used as the two factors and sex-specific stress response
was used as the interaction term. An alpha level of 0.2 was used when
contrasting models using DESeq2.
2.9. Transcription factor binding site motifs
The DREME suite (Bailey, 2011) was used to identify enrichments of
transcription factor sequence motifs in hyper-, hypo-, and potentially
functional DhMRs. Motifs that were not found in control-only 5hmC re-
gions, experimental-only 5hmC regions, and all 5hmC regions and that
had an E-value b 10−3 were considered to be significant. Putative bind-
ing factors were predicted using SpaMo directly from the DREME suite
software package and are listed in the tables shown with their putative
transcription factors.
2.10. Statistical analysis
Over- and under-representation of DhMRs (580 peaks): notably,
peaks were counted twice if associated with multiple genomic struc-
tures. For permutation testing, we randomly selected 580 peaks (from
the full set of 61,003peaks) and counted how many peaks were in
each genomic structure. We termed this the “permuted number” and
generated this number 10,000 times. The permutation P-value is the
number of times the set of “permuted numbers” exceeded the “actual
number,” divided by 10,000. Over- and under-representation of
DhMRs on each chromosome was computed similarly by permutation
as described for the genomic structures, except for each chromosome.
To correct for multiple hypotheses (i.e., 19 chromosomes), the actual
proportion of each chromosomewas comparedwith the permuted pro-
portions of any chromosome for each permutation. Permutations for
gene structure: The overlap between the DhMRs and the peaks belong-
ing to a particular gene region (e.g., TSS-1.5 K, Exon, etc., called the “ac-
tual overlap”) was compared with those obtained by randomly
selecting an equal number (i.e., equal in number to the DhMRs) and
evaluating the overlap (“permuted overlap”). This was performed for
all the DhMRs and the DhMRs that contain both hyper-DhMR and
hypo-DhMR peaks.
For the comparison of female DhMR-associated genes and known
stress-related genes, we used a chi-square test on genes associated
with the following terms: anxiety; stress; depression; psychosis;
major depressive disorder; post-traumatic stress disorder; bipolar;
fear; schizophrenia; and trauma, which were identified from the
GeneCards database; N = 4348) and the female DhMR-associated
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genes (N=363). The geneuniverse consisted of all the genes associated
with peaks from the sequence data of all the mice (N= 13,362). Nota-
bly, we also ran an analysis to examine the overlap of stress-induced
DhMR-associated genes with known hypoxia-related genes and found
a significant overlap in females (N = 53 of 363; Chi-squared P-
value b 0.05). However, of the 53 hypoxia-related genes found in this
overlap, 42 of them were already accounted for in the initial stress-re-
lated gene comparison. Thus, we believe that hypoxia related stress
has already been assessed for in our initial comparison.
3. Results
3.1. Acute stress disrupts female hippocampal hydroxymethylation
Finding a disruption in male hippocampal 5hmC following a single
acute stress (Li et al., 2016) prompted us to investigate the role of
5hmC in female hippocampal tissue following acute stress. To achieve
this goal, we randomly divided seven-week-old C57BL/6 female mice
into experimental or control groups, where the experimental mice
were restrained for thirty minutes followed by a one-hour recovery pe-
riod prior to tissue collection (Methods). 5hmC containing DNA se-
quences were enriched from whole hippocampal genomic DNA, using
an established chemical labeling and affinity purification method (Li et
al., 2016; Papale et al., 2015; Song et al., 2011; Szulwach et al., 2011),
and sequenced using high-throughput sequencing technology. This ap-
proach yielded approximately 30 to 55 million uniquely mapped reads
from each genome (Methods; Supplementary Fig. 1a). Read density
mapping showed no visible differences among the chromosomes, ex-
cept depletion on the X chromosome, which is consistent with previous
observations (Supplementary Fig. 1b, data not shown) (Li et al., 2016;
Papale et al., 2015; Szulwach et al., 2011).
Significant accumulations of uniquely mapped reads represent
hydroxymethylated regions throughout the mouse genome. Differen-
tially hydroxymethylated regions (DhMRs) associated with stress
were identified in both experimental and control groups (Methods).
DhMRs found in experimental mice were classified as hyper-DhMRs
and DhMRs absent in experimental mice (present in control mice)
were classified as hypo-DhMRs. A total of 238 hyper- and 129 hypo-
DhMRs were identified and these loci were distributed across all chro-
mosomes, with a noticeable depletion on chromosome X, which is con-
sistent with previous reports (P-value = 0.05; Fig. 1a; Dataset 1) (Li et
al., 2016; Szulwach et al., 2011). Since specific regions of the genome
are differentially methylated based on the biological functions of the
genes contained within the genomic region, we used permutation test-
ing to determine if the DhMRs are specific to certain regions of the ge-
nome by comparing the proportions of DhMRs to the proportions of
total detected hydroxymethylated regions in all animals for each chro-
mosome (Methods). This analysis revealed a depletion on chromosome
15 (Permutation P-value = 0.016; Supplementary Fig. 1b; Dataset 1).
We next annotated the female DhMRs to the nearest gene structure,
meaning the DhMRs were assigned to the following genomic elements:
10 kilobases (kb) upstream of the transcription start site (TSS-10 K);
1.5 kb upstream of the TSS (TSS-1.5K); 1st exon; 1st intron; Exonic;
Intronic; Intragenic; Intron/Exon boundary (IEB); 1.5 kb downstream
of the transcription end site (TES1.5 K); 10 kb downstream of the TES
(TES-10 K); and intergenic regions (Fig. 1b). The distribution of the
data indicates that the largest fraction of DhMRs (35%) is in the intra-
genic regions of the genome (Fig. 1c). To determine the relative abun-
dance of DhMRs in each annotated gene region we compared, via
permutation testing, the proportion of DhMRs that reside in or around
each gene to the total number of hydroxymethylated regions identified
by the enrichment method (Methods). This analysis found a significant
abundance of DhMRs in the TSS-10 K and at the intron/exon boundaries
(P-value b 0.05, respectively; Fig. 1c; Dataset 2). Together, these data in-
dicate that like previously reported in males (Li et al., 2016), female
acute stress-related hydroxymethylation primarily resides in genic
regions of the genome and suggest that these changes are not randomly
distributed throughout the genome.
3.2. Annotation of DhMRs to genes
Annotation of female DhMRs to genes revealed 363 genes with al-
tered hydroxymethylation following acute stress, including 241 and
128 genes that have hyper- and hypo-DhMRs, respectively (Fig. 1d;
Dataset 2). Six genes were identified with both hyper- and hypo-
DhMRs, meaning these genes contained regions with both increases
(hyper) and decreases (hypo) in 5hmC following acute stress (Fig. 1d;
Dataset 2). Notably, the average distance between inversely abundant
DhMRs was N500 kb, suggesting that when found on the same gene
hyper- and hypo-DhMRs are not located near each other and may
have unique roles in response to acute stress.
Since we previously found an enrichment of stress- and psychiatric
disorder-related genes contained DhMRs following stress in males, we
examined whether the female DhMR-associated genes were enriched
for stress related genes using the GeneCards database (Methods). Simi-
larly, a significant number of the female DhMR-associated genes are
known stress-related genes (N=139 of 363; P-value b 0.05; Fig. 1e), in-
cluding genes known to play a role in the adaptation of brain to stress,
Nr3c1 and Ntrk2 (Juhasz et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013), indicating
that stress-related genes harbor DhMRs following exposure to acute
stress and suggest that 5hmC has a molecular role in female response
to stress. Moreover, these findings also potentially revealed novel
genes responding to acute stress (i.e., a subset of the non-stress-related
genes,N=224; Fig. 1e). Notably, unlike in males, the female DhMR-as-
sociated genes did not include genes known to function in epigenetic
pathways (e.g., Tet2 or Dnmt3a). Together, these data indicate that
acute stress disrupts 5hmC on known and potentially novel genes in-
volved in stress response.
To further characterize the genes and pathways altered by acute
stress in females, we next examined the gene ontologies of the 241
and 128 female hyper- and hypo-DhMR-associated genes, respectively,
and found a significant enrichment of termswith only the hypo-DhMR-
associated genes. These terms were significantly enriched for neuronal
ontological terms (P-value b 0.01), including regulation of glutamate
synthesis, dendrite development, and neurogenesis (FDR P-
value b 0.2; Table 1; Dataset 3). Many of the female hypo-DhMR-associ-
ated genes that contributed to the overrepresentation of these path-
ways have been previously implicated in stress-induced psychiatric
disorders, including Nr3c1, Ank2, and Nfia (Table 1) (Iossifov et al.,
2014; Iossifov et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013). Together, these findings
suggest that female hippocampal DhMRs are associated with known
stress-related neurodevelopmental pathways.
3.3. Characterization of potentially functional female DhMRs
To gain insight into the potentialmechanism(s) for female stress-re-
lated DhMRs, we used RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to profile gene ex-
pression in the hippocampal tissue of the same mice surveyed for
5hmC (see Methods). Comparison of transcript levels in experimental
and control mice revealed 2057 unique genes differentially expressed
at the whole-gene and/or isoform level (FDR P-value b 0.05; Dataset
4; Methods). Many of these genes previously were shown to be highly
dynamic in response to stress, as we found an up regulation of Nr3c1
and Bdnf, and down regulation of Ntrk2 (Juhasz et al., 2011;
Marmigere et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2013), and other genes that are as-
sociated with recent neural activity, including an up regulation of Arc,
Irs2, Sgk1, and members of the Fos gene family (Fos, Fosb, and Fosl2)
(Dataset 4) (Gray et al., 2014). Examination of the gene ontologies of
these 2057 differentially expressed genes found a significant enrich-
ment of neuronal ontological terms, including corticosteroid signaling
pathway, learning andmemory and the regulation of dendrite develop-
ment (FDR P-value b 0.05; Dataset 5;Methods). DhMRs associated with
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differentially expressed genes represent candidate functional DhMRs
that may have a direct role in gene regulation. An overlay of the
DhMRdatawith the differentially expressed (DE) genes revealed 68 po-
tentially functional DhMRs in genes; many with documented roles in
stress and/or stress-induced psychiatric related disorders, including
Nr3c1, Ntrk2, and Nfia (DE, FDR P-value b 0.05; DhMR, raw P-
value b 0.05; Fig. 2; Dataset 4). Notably, these data also revealed poten-
tially functional DhMRs in genes that have an uncharacterized role in
stress but have been implicated in mental illness, such as Anks1b,
Arhgap24, Ddhd2, Dlg2, and Tcf4 (Fig. 2; Dataset 4) (Gonzalez-Mantilla
et al., 2016). Together, these data suggest that 5hmC is correlated to al-
tered gene expression in response to acute stress.
Since it was previously shown that 5hmC in males may regulate the
expression of neuronal genes following exposure to acute stress by
modulating the binding or function of transcription factors (Li et al.,
2016), we investigated the presence of known transcription factor
Fig. 1.Characterization of differential 5hmC across standard genomic structures in acutely stressed females.A.ModifiedManhattan plot of female acute stress induced disruptions of 5hmC
across the genome. Each point represents a genomic region containing 5hmC (~1 kb in size). Points above zero represent increases in 5hmC (hyper) and points below zero represent
decreases in 5hmC (hypo). While all regions containing 5hmC alternate between black and gray to indicate each chromosome, significant changes in 5hmC abundance (DhMRs) are
found outside the dashed lines (P-value b 0.05). B. Schematic of standard regions of the genome. 5hmC and DhMR data were classified into the following genomic locations:
10 kilobases (kb) upstream of the transcription start site (TSS; TSS-10K); 1.5 kb upstream of the TSS (TSS-1.5K); 1st exon; 1st intron; Exonic; Intronic; Intragenic; Intron/Exon
boundary (IEB); 1.5 kb downstream of the transcription end site (TES1.5K); 10 kb downstream of the TES (TES10K); or intergenic regions. Hydroxymethylation data were binned into
these groups based on the density of sequence reads. C. Enrichment of 5hmC across genomic structures. The percent distribution (y-axis) of all 5hmC data (black) and DhMRs (white)
across each genomic structure is shown with significant enrichments indicated with an asterisk (P-value b 0.05). D. Venn diagram of DhMR-associated genes. Shown is the relative
abundance of hyper and hypo DhMR-associated genes and their overlap. E. Venn diagram of DhMR-associated genes compared to stress-related genes. Shown is the significant
overlap of DhMR-associated genes and known stress related genes from the literature (GeneCard). An asterisk indicates P-value b 0.05.
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binding sequences within the female DhMRs using the Discriminative
Regular Expression Motif Elicitation (DREME) suite software package.
Five hyper DhMR-associated motifs and two hypo DhMR-associated
motifs were discovered (E-value b 10e−3; Fig. 3). Many of the tran-
scription factors predicted to bind to the motifs have links to stress-re-
lated behaviors and disorders, such as Creb1 and Clock, which are
associated with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depressive
disorder (see discussion) (Forero et al., 2016; Johansson et al., 2016;
Shi et al., 2016; Wei et al., 2015). Subsequent examination of the se-
quence data for each DhMR residing in the acute stress-related differen-
tially expressed genes revealed that the majority (N90%) of the
potentially functional DhMR-associated genes contained at least one
of the enriched transcription factor binding sequence motifs (Dataset
2). Together, these findings are consistent with those found in males,
supporting a role for 5hmC in transcription factor binding and functions
following exposure to an acute stress.
Table 1
Gene ontology pathways of female acute stress hypo DhMR-associated genes.
Gene ontology term ⁎⁎P-value ⁎⁎⁎Gene ontology genes
⁎Morphogenesis of an epithelium 0.00018 Cxcr4,Enah,Fzd6,Gli2,Nr3c1,Hand1,Foxq1,Sfrp1,Sox2,Tgfb2,Fras1
Arhgap24,Map3k7
Tissue morphogenesis 0.00019 Cxcr4,Dscam,Enah,Fzd6,Gli2,Nr3c1,Hand1,Foxq1,Man2a1,Sfrp1,Sox2
Tgfb2,Fras1,Arhgap24,Map3k7
⁎Regulation of glutamate secretion 0.00047 Grm7,Nr3c1,Prkg1
⁎Dendrite development 0.00064 Dscam,Ezh2,Nr3c1,Sdc2,Prkg1,Abi2,Gsk3b,Tmem106b
Protein export from nucleus 0.00070 Nup214,Ahcyl1,Gsk3b,Park7
⁎Regulation of cellular component movement 0.00081 Ank2,Adra2a,Capn7,Cxcr4,Dscam,Fn1,Itgb3,Prkg1,Sfrp1,Hace1,Tac1
Sema6d,Tgfb2,Gsk3b,Bmper
⁎Negative regulation of transport 0.00081 Grm7,Adra2a,Fn1,Itgb3,Prkg1,Sfrp1,Tgfb2,Nucb2,Gsk3b,Park7,Ndfip2
⁎Regulation of neurogenesis 0.00098 Cxcr4,Dscam,Ezh2,Fn1,Gli2,Nr3c1,Sdc2,Man2a1,Prkch,Atxn1,Sox2
Ntm,Zfp536,Opcml,Gsk3b
⁎Nervous system development 0.00102 Cxcr4,Dscam,Enah,Ezh2,Fn1,Fzd6,Gli2,Nr3c1,Sdc2,Man2a1,Nfia
Pikfyve,Prkch,Prkg1,Atxn1,Sfrp1,Sox2,Sema6d,Tgfb2,Ntm,Zfp536
Map3k7,Abi2,Opcml,Gsk3b,Smarca2,Kirrel3,Tmem106b
Nuclear export 0.00103 Atxn1,Nup214,Ahcyl1,Gsk3b,Park7
⁎ Indicates neuronal related pathways as previously determined by Geifman et al. (2010).
⁎⁎ All terms shown had an FDR P-value = 0.138.
⁎⁎⁎ Bolded genes are known stress related genes from the GeneCards database.
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Fig. 2. Potentially functional DhMR-associated genes. Shown are representative DhMR-associated genes that have altered transcript levels following exposure to acute stress. The name of
each gene and the direction of expression change is shown to the left of each gene schematic, which depicts the relative location of each transcription start site (TSS; broken arrow), exon
(white and black boxes), intron (black horizontal line connecting exons), and hyper- or hypo-DhMR (gray box above or below each gene, respectively).
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3.4. Naïve male and female 5-hydroxymethylation profiles
Finding that acute stress disrupts 5hmC in both males and females
led us to examine the similarities of these disruptions among the
sexes. Prior to this comparison, we first wanted to determine if non-
stressed (i.e., naïve) males and females have similar 5hmC distributions
in the hippocampus, using the data generated above and previously
from seven-week-old C57BL/6 naïve mice (Li et al., 2016). DhMRs
enriched or depleted in naïve males compared to naïve females were
classified as male-specific or female-specific DhMRs, respectively. A
total of 1673 male-specific DhMRs and 2565 female-specific DhMRs
were found and these loci were distributed across all chromosomes
(Fig. 4a; P-value b 0.05; Dataset 6), suggesting that the distribution of
5hmC in naïve animals is sex-specific. Next, we determined whether
sex-specific DhMRs were annotated to specific regions of the genome
(Methods) and found significant chromosomal enrichments (4, 7, 8,
11, 15, 17, and 19) and depletions (1, 3, 6, 12, 13, 14, and 18; permuta-
tion P-value ≤ 0.05; Supplementary Fig. 2), which indicated that specific
regions of the genome are differentially hydroxymethylated between
the sexes. In addition, examination of DhMRs in relation to gene
structures also revealed significant enrichments (exonic, intragenic, in-
tron/exon boundary, and TES1.5K) and depletions (TSS-10 K, TSS-1.5 K,
1st exon, 1st intron, intronic, and intergenic; all permutation P-
value b 0.5; Fig. 4b). Consistent with previous studies, the largest frac-
tion of DhMRs was present in the intragenic regions. Together, these
data suggest that 5hmC has sex-specific roles throughout the genome,
particularly within gene regions.
Annotation of sex-specific DhMRs to genes found 1245male-specific
DhMR-associated genes and 2144 female-specific DhMR-associated
genes, and 113 genes that contained bothmale-specific and female-spe-
cific DhMRs associated with the same genes (Fig. 4b, inset; Dataset 7).
Again, the large average distance between inversely abundant DhMRs
(N500 kb) suggested unique roles for DhMRs located proximal to the
same gene. To gain further insight into sex-specific genes and pathways,
we next examined the gene ontologies of the 1245male-specific DhMR-
associated genes and 2144 female-specific DhMR-associated genes and
found distinct enrichments for each sex; while male-specific terms
were more focused on neuronal pathways (e.g., neuronal generation,
differentiation, and development), female-specific terms included
broader brain-related terms such as cellular organization and synapse
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Fig. 3. Identification of DhMR-associated sequence motifs and their putative transcription factors. The DREME suite was used to predict the sequence motifs in hyper-(A) and hypo-(B)
DhMRs. Motifs with E-value b 10−3 were considered to be significant. Putative binding factors were predicted using SpaMo directly from the DREME suite software package and are
listed in the tables shown with their putative transcription factors. The literature (Ref) links of each TF to psychiatric disorders are shown: Scz (schizophrenia); BP (Bipolar Disorder);
MDD (Major Depressive Disorder); Epi (Epilepsy); ND (Neuronal Differentiation); OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder) (Aston et al., 2005; Basmanav et al., 2015; Butts et al., 2014;
Castilhos et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014b; Chiang et al., 2015; Forero et al., 2016; Forrest et al., 2013; Goes et al., 2015; Grados et al., 2014; Gurung and Prata, 2015; Hattori et al., 2014;
Johansson et al., 2016; Jukic et al., 2015; Keyes et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2014; Le-Niculescu et al., 2009; Lisowski et al., 2013; Mencarelli et al., 2008; Nestadt et al., 2012; Rivolta et al.,
2014; Rotheram-Fuller et al., 2010; Schlaudraff et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2015; Wockner et al., 2014).
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maturation (FDR P-value b 0.05; Dataset 8 and 9). Together, these re-
sults suggest that 5hmC may play a role in sex-specific biological
functions.
We next used RNAseq to compare transcript levels in the hippocam-
pal tissue of the samemice surveyed for 5hmC and found 512male-spe-
cific and 475 female-specific differentially expressed (DE) at the whole-
gene and/or isoform level (FDR P-value b 0.05; Dataset 10; Methods).
Since we were most interested in finding potentially functional
DhMRs that are sex-specific, we then overlaid the DhMR data with
these differentially expressed genes and found 117 male-specific and
140 female-specific potentially functional DhMRs (DE, FDR P-
value b 0.05; DhMR, raw P-value b 0.05; Dataset 10; Methods). Togeth-
er, these data indicate that ~25% of the sex-specific DhMRs are poten-
tially functional, suggesting a role for 5hmC in sex-specific gene
expression. These findings led us to further investigate the sex-specific
molecular response to acute stress.
3.5. Sex-specific disruption of 5hmC and gene expression following acute
stress
To examine acute stress-related disruptions in 5hmC among males
and females we utilized an analysis that allowed for an interaction of
both sex and stress (Methods). This approach revealed 778 sex-specific
acute stress-induced DhMRs in the mouse hippocampal genome, with
419 and 359 regions having a significantly greater stress induced
5hmC fold change in males and females, respectively (P-value b 0.05;
Fig. 5a; Dataset 11). As found above, the sex-specific acute stress-in-
duced DhMRs had significant abundances in specific regions of the ge-
nome (Methods), including chromosomal enrichments (7 and 19) and
depletions (1 and 18; permutation P-value ≤ 0.05; Supplementary Fig.
3). Examination of sex-specific acute stress-induced DhMRs in relation
to gene structures also revealed significantmale and female-specific en-
richments (1st exon (♂), exonic (♂), intragenic (♂), intron/exon
boundary (♂), TES1.5 K (♂), and intergenic (♀)) and depletions (1st in-
tron (♂), exonic (♀), intronic (♂), intron/exon boundary (♀), and
intergenic (♂); all permutation P-value b 0.5; Fig. 5). Consistent with
previous studies, the largest fraction of DhMRs were present in the in-
tragenic regions. Together, these data suggest that 5hmChas sex-specif-
ic roles following stress, particularly within genic regions.
Annotation of these DhMRs to genes found 424 and 346DhMR-asso-
ciated genes with a greater stress induced fold change in males and fe-
males, respectively (Dataset 12). Interestingly ten genes contained
overlapping inversely abundant sex-specific acute stress-induced
DhMRs, suggesting these DhMRs have a sex-specific role in response
to stress. To further characterize the genes and pathways altered by
acute stress and sex, we examined the gene ontologies of the 424
male and 346 DhMR-associated genes with a greater stress induced
fold change in males and females, respectively, and found distinct
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Fig. 4. Characterization of differential 5hmC across standard genomic structures in naïve animals. A.ModifiedManhattan plot of male- and female-specific differences in 5hmC across the
genome. Each point represents a genomic region containing 5hmC (~1 kb in size). Points above zero represent increases of 5hmC inmales (male-specific) and points below zero represent
increases of 5hmC in females (female-specific).While all regions containing 5hmC alternate between black and gray to indicate each chromosome, significant changes in 5hmC abundance
(DhMRs) are found outside the dashed lines (P-value b 0.05). B. Enrichment of 5hmC across genomic structures. The percent distribution (y-axis) of all 5hmC data (black) and DhMRs
(white) across each genomic structure is shown with significant enrichments indicated with an asterisk (P-value b 0.05). Inset: Venn diagram of DhMR-associated genes. Shown is the
relative abundance of male-specific and female-specific DhMR-associated genes and their overlap.
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outputs for each sex; while male-specific terms included axon and neu-
ron projection guidance aswell as cholesterol and sterol esterification, a
significant enrichment of ontological terms were not found among the
female-specific DhMR-associated genes (FDR P-value b 0.2; Dataset 13).
To investigate sex-specific stress induced gene expression changes,
we compared RNAseq transcript levels from hippocampal tissue of the
same mice surveyed for 5hmC (Methods) and found 1365 genes and
isoforms that had significant sex-specific changes in gene expression,
including 807 and 681 genes that have male- and female-specific gene
expression, respectively, 123 of which had differential expression of
unique isoform transcripts in both sexes (FDR P-value b 0.05; Dataset
14). Again, many of these genes were previously shown to be differen-
tially expressed in response to acute stress, including Bdnf, Ntrk2, and
Nr3c2; or have been linked to psychiatric disorders, such as Grip1,
Gabrab3, and Kcnq2 (Dataset 14) (Gonzalez-Mantilla et al., 2016). Nota-
bly, the sex-specific changes in gene expression also included several
genes known to function in epigenetic pathways, including Dnmt3a,
Hdac7, and Hdac10. Examination of the gene ontologies of these 807
and 681 differentially expressed genes and isoforms found a significant
enrichment of neuronal ontological terms (P-value b 0.01) for both the
male- and female-specific differentially expressed genes, including neu-
ronal and axonal differentiation and development (FDR P-value b 0.05;
Dataset 15 and 16; Methods). Many of the male- and female-specific
genes that contributed to the overrepresentation of these terms have
been previously implicated in stress-related disorders, including Ntrk2,
Bdnf, Nr3c1, and Nfia. Together, these findings suggest that sex-specific
differential gene expression in the hippocampus following acute stress
is associatedwith known stress-related neurodevelopmental pathways.
An overlay of the sex-specific DhMR-associated and differentially
expressed genes revealed 82 potentially functional sex-specific
DhMRs, including 56 and 34 genes with male- and female-specific po-
tentially functional DhMRs, respectively. While it is notable that several
of these potentially functional sex-specific DhMRs reside in genes with
documented roles in stress and/or stress-induced psychiatric related
disorders, including Dst, Grip1, Nfia (Dataset 14) (Gonzalez-Mantilla et
al., 2016), it is perhapsmost interesting that eight potentially functional
DhMRs were associated with genes that produce sex-specific isoforms
in response to stress (Fig. 6a; Dataset 14). Moreover, the majority of
these eight potentially functional DhMRs are located in introns (7/8)
and contained a transcription factor binding sequence motif that was
found to be significantly enriched in the 82 potentially functional
DhMRs (6/8; Fig. 6a and b). Together, these data demonstrate that
sex-specific 5hmC is correlated to altered gene expression in response
to acute stress and suggest that differential 5hmC may play a role in
stress-induced sex-specific isoform production.
4. Discussion
Fundamental differences between sexes in the anatomy and genetic
network of the healthy brain are likely to underlie the pronounced sex
differences in neurological disorders. Here we present the first ge-
nome-wide comparison of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine profiles from the
hippocampus of naïve and acute stressed male and female mice and re-
veal sex-specificmolecular responses to environmental stress in known
and potentially novel genes in the stress pathway, which suggests that
5hmC is marking biologically relevant plasticity genes in response to
acute stress. Perhaps more importantly, 5hmC may contribute to the
generation of sex-specific isoforms in response to stress. Together, the
DhMRs identified here represent a framework that will facilitate the fu-
ture study of the complex interactions between the genes involved in
Fig. 5. Characterization of differential 5hmC across standard genomic structures related to sex and stress. A.Modified Manhattan plot of sex-specific stress-induced differences in 5hmC
across the genome. Each point represents a genomic region containing 5hmC (~1 kb in size). Points above zero represent a greater stress induced 5hmC fold change inmales (maleDhMR)
and points below zero represent a greater stress induced 5hmC fold change in females (female DhMR). While all regions containing 5hmC alternate between black and gray to indicate
each chromosome, significant changes in 5hmC abundance (DhMRs) are found outside the dashed lines (P-value b 0.05). B. Enrichment of 5hmC across genomic structures. The percent
distribution (y-axis) of all 5hmC data (black) and DhMRs (male, white; female, gray) across each genomic structure is shown with significant enrichments indicated with an asterisk (P-
value b 0.05).
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stress and stress recovery. A clearer understanding of the molecular
mechanisms regulating the expression of these genes may provide po-
tentially modifiable substrates (e.g., 5hmC) that ultimately could be
targeted to prevent the onset of some forms of psychiatric-related
disorders.
Finding acute stress-related DhMRs in females revealed a role for
5hmC in the female genome at known and potentially novel genes in
the stress pathway. For example, female DhMR-associated genes in-
clude neurotransmission genes (e.g., glutamate receptors that are a
core feature of mental illnesses (Grik1) (Popoli et al., 2012), potassium
channels that can induce anxiety-like behaviors in mice (Kcnj15,
Kcnj16) (Wallace et al., 2009), and a member of the Kruppel-like factor
(KLF) family of transcription factors (e.g., Klf13). These transcription fac-
tors are required for late phase neuronal maturation in developing den-
tate gyrus during adult hippocampal neurogenesis (Scobie et al., 2009).
Interestingly, while there are many fewer female DhMRs than male
DhMRs, the female DhMR-associated genes generally make up a subset
of genes from the same families, suggesting similar neurological path-
ways are affected in bothmales and females. Together, these data dem-
onstrate that a remarkable number of known stress-related genes are
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Fig. 6. Sex-specific stress-induced isoform production.A. Shown are the eight potentially functional DhMRs associatedwith genes that produce sex-specific isoforms in response to stress.
The gene schematic contains the gene name on the right alongwith the relative location of each transcription start site (TSS; broken arrow), exon (white and colored boxes), intron (black
horizontal line connecting exons), and hyper- or hypo-DhMR (yellow box above or below each gene, respectively). The sex producing the isoform is depicted as blue (male) or pink
(female). Open circle denotes missing exon. Scale bar is present for relative genomic size of the gene. Single asterisk denotes if the gene is known to be associated with stress. Double
asterisk denotes if the DhMR contains a transcription factor binding motif. B. Identification of DhMR-associated sequence motifs and their putative transcription factors. The DREME
suite was used to predict the sequence motifs in the eight DhMRs shown in A.Motifs with E-value b 10−3 were considered to be significant. Putative binding factors were predicted
using SpaMo directly from the DREME suite software package and are listed in the tables shown with their putative transcription factors. The literature (Ref) links of each TF to
psychiatric disorders are shown: Scz (schizophrenia); BP (Bipolar Disorder); MDD (Major Depressive Disorder); PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder) (Chen et al., 2014a; Fenchel et
al., 2015; Geng et al., 2007; Hart et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2011; Mamdani et al., 2011; Pamment et al., 2002; Shiota et al., 2011).
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associated with changes in 5hmC abundance and implicate a role for
genes not known to respond to acute stress.
A descriptive analysis of the hydroxymethylation events found in
the hippocampus of bothmale and female (naïve and stressed)mice re-
vealed that the majority of the hydroxymethylation is located in the
genic structures (i.e., within the gene body), which is consistent with
previous reports of genomic distribution of 5hmC (Li et al., 2016;
Szulwach et al., 2011). However, in all genomes and conditions, nearly
20% of the total hydroxymethylationwas found in the intergenic region.
Despite this somewhat diverse distribution of total 5hmC, the vast ma-
jority of DhMRs (sex and/or stress) were found in the genic structures.
Notably, while there is more abundance of 5hmC in females, there is
more stress-related variation of 5hmC in males, as indicated by the en-
richments and depletions of 5hmC in different genomic regions. The fe-
male DhMRs only have an overabundance in two genomic regions (Fig.
1), whereas nearly all the male genomic regions investigated (9 of 11)
contained significant shifts in their 5hmC distribution following acute
stress. These apparently male-specific changes likely drive the signifi-
cant shifts in the sex specific interaction found in 8 of 11 genomic re-
gions tested (Fig. 5). A common shift in 5hmC among all genomes and
conditionswas found in the intron/exon boundaries,which is consistent
with finding the generation of sex-specific isoforms. Together, these
data suggest that acute stress results in a significant shift in 5hmC
from the intergenic regions of the genome into the gene body where
it may function to regulate gene expression.
Comparison ofmethylome and transcriptomedata found geneswith
potentially functional DhMRs that are consistent with results from sev-
eral previous works, further validating this dataset for comparison of
genes altered after exposure and recovery to a novel stress. These po-
tentially functional DhMRs also extend previous studies that lacked
the identity of specific molecular mechanism(s) that could explain the
adaptive response to stress that alters the expression of several genes.
Alterations in the expression levels of Nr3c1, an essential transcription
factor that mediates stress-induced responses in the hippocampus, are
well documented and our data suggests that 5hmC is regulating its ex-
pression. We also were encouraged to find that other genes with an
uncharacterized role in stress but that have been implicated in mental
illness, such as Anks1b, Arhgap24, Ddhd2, Dlg2, Grip1, Nfia, and Tcf4
(Gonzalez-Mantilla et al., 2016) contained potentially functional
DhMRs. Together, these findings serve to validate a role for 5hmC in re-
sponse to stress and also reveal potentially novel stress-related genes.
Notably, DhMRs that are not correlated to changes in gene expression
may reveal that these methylation levels mediate the action of a non-
coding, but functional, RNA found in the genome. Noncoding RNAs are
highly expressed in the brain and are involved in neurodevelopment
and neuroplasticity-related functions; their dysregulation has been de-
scribed in numerous neurological diseases (Qureshi andMehler, 2012).
Hence, future studies investigating stress related 5hmC levels need to
consider the role of 5hmC in non-coding RNA expression. Since the
role of hydroxymethylation in gene regulation is not fully characterized,
these data warrant a deeper investigation of the role of 5hmC on indi-
vidual gene expression changes caused by a novel short stress. It will
be important for this future study to also seek to characterize the DNA
methylation and expression profiles from distinct hippocampal sub-re-
gions and cell types.
Several of the transcription factors whose binding sites are enriched
among the DhMRs have known roles in neurogenesis and neurological
activities, suggesting that 5hmC may play a role in transcription factor
binding in response to acute stress. For example, PBX/Knotted 1Homeo-
box 1 (Pknox1) has been associated with schizophrenia-related inter-
mediate phenotypes and hippocampal volume (Hass et al., 2015). In
addition, geneticmutations in the early growth response 2 (EGR2) tran-
scription factor are linked to schizophrenia and bipolar disorder (Hu et
al., 2015; Kim et al., 2012). Finally, Sex Determining Region Y-Box 1
(Sox1) is a transcriptional activator that functions as a switch in neuro-
nal development by keeping neural cells undifferentiated until needed.
Sox1 is linked to neurogenesis and has a role in epilepsy (Malas et al.,
2003). Our data also suggests that 5hmC may have a role in transcript
isoform production, as indicated by the potentially functional DhMRs
associated with genes exhibiting stress-related sex-specific isoforms.
Notably, sex-specific expression following environmental stress has al-
ready been documented, including CREB/ATF that are up regulated in
males and down regulated in women with PTSD (O'Donovan et al.,
2011). Here we found several known stress related genes expressing
sex-specific isoforms, such as Furin, Sunj2, andNfia; the last of which en-
codes a neuronal transcription factor that also is linked to intellectual
disability (ID)/developmental disability (DD), autism spectrum disor-
ders, and bipolar disorder. Together, with the inclusion of non-stress
and non-psychiatric related genes producing sex-specific isoforms,
these data demonstrate that the production of sex-specific isoforms in
response to stress is more common than previously appreciated and
may involve the disruption of transcription factor binding by 5hmC. It
is of high interest for future studies to determine the unique roles of
these sex-specific specific isoforms.
The differences in 5hmC profiles in male and female mice shed
light on an underlying mechanism that may contribute to variations
in the development of altered behaviors. The DhMR-associated
genes found here represent targets within the HPA axis that are
responding to environmental stress in a sex-specific manner. These
results can serve as a benchmark for future comparison of sex-specif-
ic responses to different trauma types and durations and it will be
important to relate these findings to chronic stress paradigms and
to behavioral phenotypes. These future studies of behavior-related
5hmC will improve our understanding of the role of 5hmC in sex-
specific susceptibility, progression, symptom severity, and patholo-
gy of neurological disorders.
While previous studies have identified differential distributions of
5hmC over a lifespan (Al-Mahdawi et al., 2014; Bradley-Whitman and
Lovell, 2013; Chouliaras et al., 2013; Mellen et al., 2012;
Villar-Menendez et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Zhubi et al., 2014),
herewe also show dynamic genome-wide changes in 5hmC after an ex-
tremely short amount of time (i.e., 90 min). Moreover, these stress-in-
duced rapid changes in 5hmC correlated with altered transcript levels,
supporting an environmentally-sensitive functional role for 5hmC.
These findings further support the emergence of 5hmC in environmen-
tally-induced psychopathy. The identification of potentially functional
sex-specific DhMRs that result in sex-specific isoforms encoded by
genes with demonstrated roles in psychiatric disorders provide strong
evidence that 5hmC plays a role in the regulation of gene expression
in a sex specific manner in response to stress. Indeed, a link between
5hmC and gene regulationwas recently postulated in human prefrontal
cortex (Gross et al., 2015). Thus, the DhMRs presented here provide a
modifiable functional molecular substrate (e.g., 5hmC) that may be
harnessed to design novel therapeutic agents that will have optimal ef-
fectiveness in each sex.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.nbd.2016.08.014.
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